water
T

he pumping and treatment of drinking water, the purification of wastewater,
river management, flood protection, town planning for which water management
plays a role in ensuring the high quality of the environment, the design and

construction of sailing centres… water management is at the hear t of our social life.
Girus intervenes in this field of expertise that lies at the heart of human
existence, and makes your projects grow.
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WATER
A great work is firstly
a realistic one
We accompany public authorities and private companies
in the creation of infrastructures. Our engineers design
projects requiring the use of great technical knowledge
and skills. Our solutions are effective and realistic.
In our opinion, a great work is firstly a realistic one.
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Expertise
and technical knowledge
Treatment of sewerage by-products, civil and geotechnical
engineering, electricity and automation, water chemistry,
polluted soils and the preservation of ground water, fauna
and flora, network-specific instrumentation, regulatory,
judicial and financial constraints… Thanks to our diverse
skills, we are able to take on assignments that require
precise technical knowledge in multiple domains.
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Modestly sized
and cross-disciplinary
Thanks to our 150 collaborators, we are able to respond
quickly and to take on assignments that require a high
added value.The modest size of our company also
facilitates a permanent dialogue between our engineers
who specialise in various domains.They work together
in a cross-disciplinary culture, another Girus asset.

From upstream to
downstream
We are involved in every step of water management
projects. On the upstream side, we will, for example,
define an urban agglomeration’s drinking water needs.
We examine better ways to solve flood problems.
Downstream, we create infrastructures that pump,
transport and purify water. We draw our added value
from our wealth of global expertise.

Consulting: our strength
Administrative procedures, legal advice, public
contract codes: our jurists will assist you in all of this.
Knowledge of the legislation and its application are
vital to the success of your projects.

Together, let’s work
towards
a sustainable future
High environmental quality, renewable energy,
implementing Grenelle Environnement measures…
Our ideas integrate environmental requirements.
We will help you think sustainably, in particular,
by protecting and economising water resources
in every situation.

In practical terms, we are involved in
ENVIRONMENT
River and torrent hydraulics
Flood protection
Hydrogeology
Protection of the natural habitat
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DRINKING WATER
Network diagnosis, master plan
Diagnosis of concrete work and hydro-mechanical equipment
Sizing studies of networks and works
Networks, manifold chambers, reservoirs, pump houses
Drinking water treatment works
Desalinisation techniques: osmoser, evaporator
Swimming pool water
Catchment, boring
Conveyance, distribution
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WASTEWATER
Collection network
Diagnosis, master plan
Measurements
Pumping stations, pump house
Wastewater and industrial effluent treatment stations
Pollution basins
Sludge treatment: drying, incineration, digestion, recovery
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STORM WATER
Diagnosis and master plan
Network measuring
Modeling
Designing of networks and pump houses
Storm water basins, pump houses
Treatment of storm water

HYDROELECTRICITY
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Hydrology
Designing of works
Calculating GC structures and penstocks
Specifying turbine/gate equipment
Economic assessment

1/ Saint-Lucas aquatic centre - Tours (37).
2/ Catchment area in Gap (05).
3/ The Lignarre’s torrent - a small hydroelectric power plant.
4/ The dolphinarium at Parc Astérix.
5/ Purification station in Dijon (21).
6/ Clarifier at the purification station in Dijon (21).
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7/ Purification station in Touvet (38).
8/ Purification station in Grenoble (38).

BU I L D I N G S

A N D

I N F R A S T RUCTURES

ENERGY

ENVIRONMENT

Lyon
France
Tel.: + (33) 4 37 45 29 29
lyon@girus.fr

Casablanca
Morocco
Tel.: + (212) 522 98 20 53
maroc@girus.net

Paris
France
Tel.: + (33) 1 53 44 75 01
paris@girus.fr

Katowice
Polska
Tel.: + (48) 126 381 229
polska@girus.net

Bucarest
Romania
Tel.: + (40) 758 011 468
romania@girus.net

Shanghai
China
Tel.: + (86) 216 299 62 74
china@girus.net

Katowice
Moscow
Vilnius
Paris
Kiev
Lyon Bucarest
Belgrade
Beyrouth
Alger
Ramallah Lod
Casablanca Zagazig Gaza

Vancouver
San Francisco

Shanghai
Wuhan
Hanoï

Basse-Terre
Fort-de-France
Cayenne

Dakar

Manille
Bakou
Lomé
Yaoundé
Mayotte
Saint-Denis de la Réunion

Sao Paulo

Nouméa

GIRUS’ agency
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GIRUS is Quality Safety Environment certified.
We print on eco-friendly paper.The timber used in its production
comes from certified forests whose administrator provides environmental and social guarantees.
Vegetable based inks used.
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